WiseCargo is a 360 degree turnkey solution, designed to facilitate integrated cargo operations. The single solution can be used for all operations for cargo handling at Air, Sea and Land ports. WiseCargo has a single user friendly interface that enables easy operations for cargo ground handlers.

Available on latest Cloud technology, it provides a 24X7 global online access and visibility. Further, the solution is available on various devices, including PC, Tablets, Mobiles and other Hand Held devices giving you a complete control of your operations.

Wise Cargo’s Land Port Module is capable of managing the export and import cargo operations of land ports situated at India’s International Borders. It covers all the aspects of cargo handling from the time it is received by the custodian at warehouses situated at land ports.

**Building Efficient and Effective Operating environment**

- Increased work flow efficiency
- Effective manpower utilisation
- Higher customer satisfaction
- Increase revenue and profitability

In the Logistics and Supply Chain industry, including Freight Forwarding; Customs Broking; Shipping and Aviation, Hans Infomatic Pvt. Ltd. has empowered and carved a niche for itself by providing domain enriched, emphatic & cost effective technology solutions. Hans is a CMMI Level 3 company. It is promoted by professionals with over 25 years of experience in the software industry. We are based out of Noida, in the National Capital Territory of Delhi, India standards.
Key Features

**Import Operations**
- Provision to capture entry details of import trucks from international border
- Integrated system with lorry weigh bridge to capture auto or manual weighing of international trucks
- Parking management
- Segregation of cargo
- Provision to do manual or auto message exchange with Indian customs
- Generation of payment slip on basis of predefined tariff
- Delivery order management
- Gate pass generation

**Export Operations**
- Integrated system with lorry weigh bridge to auto capture entry and weighing of entered loaded Indian truck
- Dock scheduling and allocation
- Provision to do manual or auto message exchange with Indian customs
- Online consignment booking request
- Generation of payment slip on basis of predefined tariff
- Capture details of Indian empty truck details returning from international border

**Generic Features**
- User management with access rights
- Warehouse location generation
- Party master
- Commodity master
- Storage & handling charges calculation based on commodity
- Online payment gateway
- Pre Deposit Account (PDA)
- MIS reports and dashboard

**Agent Operations**
- Agent / customs brokers can view and track their shipments
- Online payment processing
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